
Year 6 SATs Survival: Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Booster Intervention Pack 2: Sentences, Phrases and Clauses Overview

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4 Session 5

Warm-Up

Sort the Sentences
Sort the sentence 
descriptions and 
examples into the 

correct group.

Silly Sentences
Roll the dice to make 

silly sentences. Children 
explain which type 
of sentence they 

have made.

Explain a Phrase
Classify phrases 
as prepositional, 

adverbial or noun.

Catch the 
Conjunctions

Find conjunctions in 
sentences. Children sort 
them into co-ordinating 

or subordinating.

True or False? 
Children decide whether 

statements relating 
to sentences are true 

or false. 

Input

Sentence Spotter
Find examples of 
sentence types 
within a text.

Clause Chase
Children find the cases 
containing main clauses 

to win the game. 

Picture This
Children list 

prepositional, adverbial 
or noun phrases to 
describe a picture. 

Roll a Relative Clause
Use Relative Pronoun 
Dice to write sentences 
about the picture given.

Find the Features
Children read a short 

text and identify some 
of the features covered 

this week.

Apply

Sentence Swapper
Alter given sentences 
to a different sentence 
type. Write sentences to 

describe a picture.

Confused Clauses
Classify the 

clauses as main or 
subordinate. Write own 

complex sentences 
(including main and 

subordinate clauses).

Expanded 
Noun Phrases

Use expanded noun 
phrases to improve 

given sentences about 
the picture.

Think and Write
Use a picture to write 

four sentences following 
the criteria given.

SATs-Style Questions
Answer SATs-style 

questions covering all 
areas studied this week 
independently. Share 
answers and discuss.

Assess & Review

SATs-Style Question
Children answer a 

SATs-style question 
independently and 

share answers.

Complex Conundrum
Use the Complex 
Sentence Fortune 

Teller to write 
sentences including a 
subordinate clause.

SATs-Style Question
Answer a SATs-style 

question independently 
and share answers.

SATs-Style Question
Answer a SATs-style 

question independently 
and share answers.

Spelling Test
Use Spelling 

Dictation Test 2.

Celebrate
Celebrate achievement 

with stickers and 
certificates.

Suggested Home Learning Links: 
Mini Mystery: Sentences, Phrases and Clauses

visit twinkl.com


